
a·emotional light unveils renewed identity 
and innovative designs at Light+Building 2024

PRESS RELEASE

Santiago de Compostela, 28 February 2024 – a·emotional light, the renowned lighting company, proudly 
announces its presence at the Light+Building fair with a revamped appearance and a deeply rooted 
philosophy. With a fresh graphic identity highlighting its new product challenges and a reaffirmation of its 
brand values, the company showcases a selection of its latest designs. Successful collection expansions 

and artisanal lamps have strengthened its position as a leading decorative lighting enterprise.

a·emotional light will be located at Hall 3.1, Stand D55.
3-8 March
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New & Classic Designs Unveiled

Era. Conceptualised by Isaac Piñeiro, Era celebrates 
craftsmanship using glass as a primary element. Its combination 
of shapes achieves maximum expressiveness through light and 
colour, emanating warmth and classic proportions to create 
serene environments.

Cabana. Also designed by Isaac Piñeiro, Cabana aims to evoke 
a sense of seclusion and shelter reminiscent of traditional 
Galician huts. Utilising innovative 3D knitting techniques 
for the lampshade and recycled materials, Cabana offers 
comfortable, homogeneous illumination while minimising its 
carbon footprint.

Blossom. Designed by the Spanish interior designer Teresa 
Sapey, Blossom stands out as the epitome of positivity and 
aesthetic appeal. This table lamp, with its asymmetrical shape 
and colour-changing properties, produces elegant lighting 
effects adaptable to any environment, reflecting the ephemeral 
beauty of nature.

Anel. Our in-house team conceptualised the Anel ceiling and 
suspension proposal, focusing on chandelier aesthetics and 
texture. Featuring a circular distribution of light, Anel offers 
efficient lighting suitable for various settings, with easy surface 
mounting. Its steel mesh cylinders create a unique blend of 
planes, diagonal lines and concentric shapes, embodying 
elegance and individuality.
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Parga. Parga merges stone and light in a captivating fusion, 
striking a harmonious balance between natural elements. 
Designed by Cenlitros, this pendant lamp collection transcends 
conventional aesthetics, drawing inspiration from raw granite 
pieces sourced from Galician quarries. Crafted meticulously, 
each lamp exudes a primal allure akin to ancient stone 
carvings, championing sustainable material usage. Parga’s 
compact, light-grey granite, adorned with black specks, offers 
a captivating yet neutral palette, perfect for both functional 
and decorative indoor spaces. With its evocative design and 
eco-conscious ethos, Parga stands as a testament to the 
timeless allure of nature-infused craftsmanship.

Hipatia. Named in honour of the pioneering Greek philosopher 
Hipatia, this portable LED lamp embodies innovation and 
enlightenment. Handmade in Spain with the finest materials, 
Hipatia combines historical significance with a contemporary 
design. Its sleek form exudes sophistication, while its IP64 
rating ensures durability for indoor and outdoor use. 

Gea. Taking its name from the primordial goddess of the earth, 
Gea celebrates the beauty and resilience of nature. Designed 
by Arturo Álvarez, each luminaire from the Gea collection 
represents the timeless elegance of the natural world, with 
stylised forms reminiscent of upright female figures. Crafted 
from painted stainless steel mesh, Gea exudes ethereal beauty, 
adding organic sophistication to any interior space. Whether 
as a wall lamp or floor lamp, Gea transforms spaces into 
sanctuaries of serenity and grace. an ethereal ambiance.

Cambo. Crafted in collaboration with Cenlitros studio, Cambo 
epitomises the intricate beauty of nature’s forms. Inspired by 
the branching patterns of trees, this collection captures organic 
growth with its beech wood structure and painted stainless 
steel mesh. Each element of Cambo’s identity showcases 
the innate elegance of natural materials, offering a versatile 
platform for unique lighting arrangements. Whether as a table 
lamp or suspension model, Cambo brings a touch of natural 
sophistication to any space, blending organic aesthetics with 
modern craftsmanship.

Mytilus. Inspired by the dynamic movement of the sea, 
Mytilus is a mesmerising collection of pendant lamps designed 
by Arturo Álvarez. Handcrafted in Spain, each luminaire 
captures the fluidity and grace of ocean waves with organic 
shapes and sinuous contours. Exuding timeless elegance, 
Mytilus infuses spaces with a sense of fluidity and tranquillity, 
serving both as a functional lighting fixture and a piece of art.
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About a·emotional light

At a·emotional light, emotion takes on a unique value. Craftsmanship, exclusivity and the power to evoke emotions through light 
guide our bespoke creations. For over 25 years, our workshop in Northern Spain has been an artistic hub, crafting lamps that glow 
with a unique identity, stirring emotions wherever they shine.

Born on the shores of the Atlantic ocean, diverse cultures have shaped our journey. We embrace our local heritage while welcoming 
global influences, propelling us to illuminate spaces in over 80 countries. Collaborating with designers who share our passion, we 
strive to create luminaries that stand the test of time, constantly evolving toward innovative and avant-garde designs.

For further information, please visit a-emotionallight.com or 
contact us at comunicacion@a-emotionallight.com

News 2024. Collection Expansions.

Nebra Inox. Expanding the Nebra collection designed by 
Cenlitros, Nebra Inox captures the essence of the rising sun 
through a misty veil, offering a blend of direct and indirect 
lighting for an ethereal ambiance. 

Tempo. Designed by artist and designer Arturo Álvarez, Tempo 
introduces a larger model to its pendant lamp collection, 
showcasing dynamic pleated stainless steel mesh for a unique 
lighting experience.

https://www.a-emotionallight.com/
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